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ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE LANCZOS ALGORITHM
FOR THE NONSYMMETRIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

ZHAOJUN BAI

Abstract. This paper presents an error analysis of the Lanczos algorithm in

finite-precision arithmetic for solving the standard nonsymmetric eigenvalue

problem, if no breakdown occurs. An analog of Paige's theory on the rela-

tionship between the loss of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors and the

convergence of Ritz values in the symmetric Lanczos algorithm is discussed.

The theory developed illustrates that in the nonsymmetric Lanczos scheme, if

Ritz values are well conditioned, then the loss of biorthogonality among the

computed Lanczos vectors implies the convergence of a group of Ritz triplets

in terms of small residuals. Numerical experimental results confirm this obser-

vation.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with an error analysis of the Lanczos algorithm for

solving the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem of a given real n x n matrix A :

Ax = Xx,        yH A = XyH,

where the unknown scalar X is called an eigenvalue of A, and the unknown

nonzero vectors x and y are called the right and left eigenvectors of A, re-

spectively. The triplet (A, x, y) is called eigentriplet of A . In the applications

of interest, the matrix A is usually large and sparse, and only a few eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of A are wanted. In [2], a collection of such matrices is pre-
sented describing their origins in problems of applied sciences and engineering.

The Lanczos algorithm, proposed by Cornelius Lanczos in 1950 [19], is a

procedure for successive reduction of a given general matrix to a nonsymmetric

tridiagonal matrix. The eigenvalue problem for the latter matrix is then solved.

The remarkable feature in practice is that in this procedure a few eigenvalues of

A (often the largest ones in algebraic magnitude) appear as the eigenvalues of a

smaller reduced tridiagonal matrix. The scheme references the matrix A only
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through the matrix-vector products Ax and ATx ; hence the structure of the

matrix is maintained, which renders the scheme particularly useful for finding

a few eigenvalues of a very large and sparse problem.

In the 1970s and 80s, great progress has been made on the Lanczos algo-

rithm for solving a large linear system of equations with symmetric coefficient

matrix and the symmetric eigenvalue problem. Paige [20] was the first to give

an error analysis of the Lanczos algorithm in finite-precision arithmetic. Later,

Parlett, Scott, Grcar, Simon, Greenbaum, Strakos, and many others [23, 11,

30, 15, 37] presented further analyses of the Lanczos scheme and its variants.

These analyses conclude that the loss of orthogonality among the computed

Lanczos vectors is not necessarily a calamity, since it accompanies the conver-

gence of a group of Ritz values to the eigenvalues of the original matrix. In [8],

the standard Lanczos algorithm is extended to solve the symmetric generalized

eigenvalue problem Ax = XBx. Today, the Lanczos algorithm is regarded as

the most powerful tool for finding a few eigenvalues of a large symmetric eigen-

value problem. Software, developed by Parlett and Scott [23] and Cullum and

Willoughby [4], can be accessed via netlib, a software distribution system.

In recent years, there has been considerable interest in the Lanczos algorithm

for solving linear systems of equations with nonsymmetric coefficient matrix and

the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem. Parlett, Taylor, and Liu [26], Freund,

Gutknecht, and Nachtigal [9] have proposed robust schemes for overcoming

possible failure (called breakdown), or huge intermediate quantities (called in-

stability) in the nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure. A theoretical investigation of

the possible breakdown and instability of the nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure

is made by Gragg [10], Parlett [27], Gutknecht [16], and Boley et al. [3].
Compared to the existing sophisticated error analysis of the Lanczos algo-

rithm for the symmetric eigenvalue problem, much less progress has been made

on error analysis of the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm. In this paper, we give

an error analysis for the simple nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm and study the

effects of finite-precision arithmetic. In the spirit of Paige's floating-point error

analysis for the symmetric Lanczos algorithm [20], based on the rounding error

model of the basic sparse linear algebra operations, such as saxpy, inner product,

and matrix-vector multiplication, we present a set of matrix equations which

govern all computed quantities of the simple nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm

in finite-precision arithmetic. An analogy of Paige's theory on the relationship

between the loss of orthogonality among the computed Lanczos vectors and

the convergence of a Ritz value for the symmetric eigenvalue problem is also

discussed in this paper. We conclude that if Ritz values are well conditioned,

then the loss of biorthogonality among the computed Lanczos vectors implies

the convergence of a group of Ritz triplets in terms of small residuals. The

error analysis results developed in this paper also provide insight into the need

for robustness schemes, such as look-ahead strategies [26, 9], to avoid potential

breakdown and instability in the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm.

Other competitive numerical techniques for solving large nonsymmetric

eigenvalue problems are the subspace iteration method [35, 36, 6, 7] and

Arnoldi's method [31, 32, 28, 34]. The reader is referred to [33] for a more

complete and elegant treatment of all these methods.

Throughout this paper we shall use the notational conventions in [14]. Specif-

ically, matrices are denoted by upper-case italic and Greek letters, vectors by
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lower-case italic letters, and scalars by lower-case Greek letters or lower-case

italic if there is no confusion. The (/, j) entry of a matrix A is denoted by

fly. The symbol K denotes the set of real numbers, K" the set of real «-vectors,

and Rmxn the set of real mxn matrices. The matrix AT is the transpose of

A . By \A\ we denote the matrix \A\ = (|fly|), and \A\ < \B\ means |ay| < \b¡j\
for any i, j. By || • H2 and || • \\f we denote the 2-norm and Frobenius norm,

respectively, of a vector or matrix.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the non-

symmetric Lanczos scheme and reviews its properties. Section 3 presents a

rounding error analysis of the Lanczos scheme in finite-precision arithmetic.

Section 4 discusses the effects of rounding errors and the loss of biorthogonality

in the Lanczos algorithm. Section 5 gives some numerical results to support the

theoretical analysis of the previous sections.

2. Lanczos algorithm and its properties in exact arithmetic

In this section, we recall the standard nonsymmetric Lanczos scheme for

the reduction of a general matrix to tridiagonal form and review some of its

important properties in connection with the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem.

This sets up a framework for the following discussion on the behavior of the

Lanczos scheme in finite-precision arithmetic.

Given any two starting vectors ux, vx e R" such that w\ = u[vx ^ 0, the

standard nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm can be viewed as biorthonormaliz-

ing, via a two-sided Gram-Schmidt procedure, the two Krylov sequences

3£jiu\, A) = {u\ , Aux, A2U\, ... , A'~xux),

Xjivx, AT) = {vx, ATVx, (AT)2Vx, ... , iATy~xvx}.

Specifically, the algorithm can be described as follows, where sign(w) denotes

the sign of w.

Lanczos algorithm.

1. Choose two starting vectors ux , vx  such that a>\ = u[vx ^ 0. Define

ßx = V\^\->
yx = sign(a>i)ß! ;

Q\ = Uxlßx ;

Px =vx/yx;

2. for j = 1, 2,... , do

aj = pjAqj ;

Uj = Aqj-ajq]-y]qJ-X\

vJ=ATpj-aJpJ-ßjPj-];

coj = ujvj ;

ßj+x = y/\ôJ]\;

7j+\ = siffi((Oj)ßJ+x

Qj+\ = Ujlßj+x ;

Pj+i = Vj/yj+x ■
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One pass through loop 2 is called a Lanczos step. The two sequences of

vectors {q¡} and {p¡} are called Lanczos vectors. In matrix notation, in the

y'th step, assuming that (Oj ^ 0, the Lanczos algorithm generates two n x j

matrices Qj and Pj,

Qj■ = (Q\, Q2, ■ ■ ■ , qj),        Pj■■ = iPx, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pj),

which satisfy

(2.1) PjQ) = h

and

(2.2) AQj = QjTj + ßj+xqj+leJ,

(2.3) ATP] = P]Tj + yJ+xPj+xeJ,

where e¡■ = (0, 0, ... , 0, l)rel; and 7) is the tridiagonal matrix

Tj =

(ax    72

ß2    a2

V

\

ßj      CtjJ

±7,

Relation (2.1) is called the biorthonormality condition for the Lanczos vectors.

In exact arithmetic, the above procedure must stop at the «th step with con+x =

0. However, it may terminate early whenever a>¡■ = 0. This is the so-called

breakdown of the procedure, which has been discussed extensively; see, for

example, [38, 27, 9]. In this paper, we assume that breakdown will not occur

during the procedure.
We note that if A is a symmetric matrix, then the above Lanczos algorithm

with the same starting vectors generates Qj = Pj and a symmetric tridiagonal

matrix Tj . Therefore, when A is symmetric, all the results we shall present in

this paper reduce to those obtained by Paige [20, 21] for the symmetric Lanczos

algorithm.

We also note that there are infinitely many ways of choosing the scalars ßj+x

and yj+x in the Lanczos algorithm, as long as they satisfy the equality

CO = ßj+iyj+\

fWj is made, which may leadFor example, in [5], the choice ßj+x = yj+i =

to a complex symmetric tridiagonal matrix Tj. In [9], ßj+x and y¡+\ are

chosen so that the condition ip¡, q¡) = 1 for i = I, ... , j, is replaced by

Hi/lb = IIP/II2 = i f°r all i- There are certain tradeoffs among these choices.

We will not go into the details of these choices.

Let us examine the eigenvalue problem of the j x j tridiagonal matrix 7) :

(2.4)

(2.5)

TjZi = Zj9i,

wf{Tj = 9iwfI,

for 1 = I,... , j, where z, and w¡ are normalized so that

define the Ritz triplets (0,, x¡, y¡) for i = I,..., j by
wf Zi = 1. We

(9i,Xi,yj) = {9,, QjZi,PjWi)
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where for ease of notation, the index of the Ritz triplets corresponding to the

Lanczos step j is omitted. If we consider a Ritz triplet (0,, x,, y,) as an

approximate eigentriplet of the large matrix A, and let r, and s¡ define the

corresponding residual vectors of the right and left Ritz vectors, respectively,

then we have for i = I, ..., j, using (2.2) and (2.3),

(2.6) r, = Axt - x¡9i = ßj+xiejzt)q]+x = ßjiqj+x,

(2.7) s? = y?A - 0,y? = yJ+x{w»ej)p]+x = yjiPJ+x.

Moreover, from the biorthogonality property (2.1), we know that the Ritz

vectors x, and y, satisfy

(2.8) pf+xXi = 0,

(2.9) v?fl,+i=0.

Here is another way to describe the biorthogonality of the Lanczos vectors q¡

and pi. From the biorthogonality condition, we have the following equalities,

which measure the backward error for the Ritz triplet (0,, x¡, y,) :

(2.10) ÍA-Eí)xí = 9íXí,

(2.11) yfiA-Ei) = 6iyf,

where the backward error matrix E¡ is

E = ^ - ^L
Itolli   llalli "

It is easy to show that the Frobenius norm of E¡ is

•M+iWi , i.. i2llP;+illl
,2,2) KB-i^r^f+ta, M} ■
In [18], it has been shown that the E¡ is a perturbation of A satisfying (2.10)

and (2.11) with minimal Frobenius norm. If we are interested in the perturba-
tion E of A satisfying (2.10) and (2.11) with minimal 2-norm, it is also shown

in [18] that

miniiirii      ™vJJMi   JMil     m^l\a \Ml±É1   i,, i ll^+ih \

If ||£,|| is sufficiently small, then (2.10) and (2.11) tell us that the Ritz triplet
(0,, x¡, y,) is the exact eigentriplet of a slightly perturbed matrix of the original

matrix A . For measuring the absolute accuracy of the Ritz value 0, to some

simple eigenvalue X of A , it is well known (see, for example, [38]) that when

\\E¡\\ is sufficiently small, we have, up to first order,

|A-0,|<cond(A)||/i;||,

where cond(A) = HxlHMh is the condition number of the eigenvalue X, with

x and y the right and left eigenvectors corresponding to X. The vectors x and

y are normalized so that yHx = 1. Obviously, we cannot estimate cond(A)

without knowing x and y . In practice, we may replace this unknown condition

number by the computable approximate condition number

(2.13) cond(0O = |iaiHI^IMNl2M2.
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The quantity cond(0;) is therefore called the condition number of the Ritz

value 0,. The quantities ||ß;|ß. = £}/_, \\qi\\\ and \\Pj\\2F = £/=1 \\pi\\22 can be
accumulated during execution of the Lanczos steps. Consequently, \\E¡\\f and

cond(0,) can be used as stopping criteria for the Lanczos procedure. We should

note that the above discussion is under the assumption of the biorthogonality of

the Lanczos vectors. This turns out to be much more involved in the presence

of roundoff error; see [18, 5] for more details.

3. Lanczos algorithm in finite-precision arithmetic

In this section, we present a rounding error analysis of the nonsymmetric
Lanczos algorithm in finite-precision arithmetic. Our analysis is in the same

spirit as Paige's one for the symmetric Lanczos algorithm [20], except that we

carry out the analysis componentwise rather than normwise.

We use the usual model of floating-point arithmetic:

fl(xoy) = (xoy)(l+T),

barring overflow and underflow, where o is one of the basic operations {+, -,

x , -=-, y} and |t| < &m , where s m is the machine precision. A quantity with a

hat (like â) denotes the computed quantity. With this floating-point arithmetic

model, it is well known [14, pp. 63-67] that the rounding error for some basic

linear algebra operations of sparse vectors and/or matrices can be expressed as

follows:
Saxpy operation:

fl(ax + y) = ax+y + e,        \e\< sMi2\ax\ + \y\) + O(e^).

Inner product:

ñixTy) =xTy + e,        \e\ < keM\x\T\y\ + 0(s2M),

where k is the number of overlapping nonzero components in vectors x and

y-
Matrix-vector multiplication:

ñiAx) = Ax + e,        \e\ < msM\A\ \x\ + O(e^),

where m is the maximal number of nonzero elements of the matrix A in any

row.

We are now in a position to present a full rounding error analysis of the non-

symmetric Lanczos procedure. We examine one Lanczos step to see the effects

of the finite-precision arithmetic in the algorithm. At the ;'th Lanczos step,

suppose that the quantities ßj, y¡, q¡-\, q¡, p¡-\ , and p¡ are computed; we

want to compute scalars óy, ßj+x, and y¡+\, and Lanczos vectors q¡+x and

Pj+x ■
We first need to compute a¡ = pjAq¡ in the Lanczos algorithm. Let A

have at most m nonzero entries in any row or column; then for matrix-vector

multiplication Aq¡, we have

(3.1) sx = ftiAqj) = Acjj + ôsx,

where

\Ssx\ <meM\A\\q'j\ + 0(elf).
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Then a¡ is computed by an inner product,

âj = ñipjsx) = pjsx + âàj,

with

\ôàj\ <neM\Pj\T\si\ + Oie2M).

By (3.1) and two saxpy operations, the computed vector û, of u¡ = Aq¡ -

ai(lj~7i1j-\ is obtained as

h = fl(ji - âjC/j) =sx- âjqj + ôs2,

ûj = ñis2 - 7jQj-\) = h- fjüj-x + Stx,

where the roundoff errors ôs2 and ôtx are bounded as follows:

\Sh\ < eMi2\âjéj\ + \sx\) + Oie2M),

\otx\<eMÍ2\yjaj-l\ + \s2\) + Oie2M).

Thus, overall we have

(3.2) ûj = Acjj - âjqj - yjq¡-X + ôûj ,

where

\âûj\ < \ôsi\ + \ös2\ + \Stx\

< meM\A\ \q~j\ + 2eM\âj\ \qj\ + 2eM\7j\ \$j-i\ + £m\si\ + ^m\s2\ + Oie2M)

< (2 + m)eM\A\ \cjj\ + 3eM\âj\ \qj\ + 2eM\yj\ |Â/-i| + O(e^).

The analysis of the computation of v¡ = ATp¡ - a¡pj - y¡Pj-\ is entirely anal-

ogous. We get

Vj = ATpj - àjpj - ßjPj-x + ôûj,

where

\ÔVj\ < (2 + m)eM\A\T\pj\ + 3eM\âj\ \fi¡\ + 2sM\ßj\ \ßj-i\ + 0{e2M).

With itj and ty at hand, the scalars coj , ßj+x, and yJ+\ are computed as

(3.3) cbj = niûjvj) = ûjvj + ôcoj,

(3.4) ßj+x = ñ(yj\&¡\) = yj\cb~\ + ößj+i,        yj+x = sigaiü)j)ßj+x,

where

\ôô)j\ < neM\ûj\T\Vj\ + Oie2M),

\oßJ+x\ < eMJ\¿b~\< eM(|My|rN)1/2 + 0(e2M).

Finally, the new Lanczos vectors qj+\ and pj+x are computed by

(3.5) qj+i = niuj/ßj+x) = üj/ßj+i + ôq}+\,

and

(3.6) pj+x = nivj/fj+x ) = Vj/yJ+x + ôpj+i,

where the rounding error vectors oq¡+x and Spj+x are bounded by

\Sqj+x\ <EM\u]lßj+x\ + 0{e2M),

\&Pj+\\ <£M\Vj/yJ+x\ + 0{e2M).
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From (3.5) and (3.2), we know that the computed óy, ßj+\ and q~j+x satisfy

(3.7) ßj+xqj+x = Aq, - arfj - yjaj-i + f ,
where fj is the sum of roundoff errors in computing the intermediate vector

ûj and the Lanczos vector qJ+x :

fj = âûj + ßj+xSqj+x .

By using bounds for the rounding errors âûj and âqJ+x , we have

\fj\<Vuj\ + \ßJ+lo4j+l\

(3.8) < (2 + m)eM\A\ \qj\ + 3ew|ô,| \qj\ + 2eM\yj\ \qj-X\ + eM\ûj\ + Oie2M)

< (3 + m)eM\A\ \qj\ + 4eM\âj\ \qj\ + 3eM\7j\ \Qj-\\ + 0(e2M).

A similar derivation for the computed scalar fj+x  and the Lanczos vector

Pj+x yields

(3.9) Vj+xPj+x = ATPj - âjPj - ßjPj-x + gj,

where the error vector gj is bounded by

(3.10) \gj\ < (3 + m)sM\A\ \pj\ + 4eM\âj\ \pj\ + 3eM\y,\ \Pj-\\ + 0{e2M).

Summarizing the above discussion and the results of (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and

(3.10), we have the following theorem, which governs all computed quantities.

Theorem 3.1. Let A be an n x n real nonsymmetric matrix with at most m

nonzero entries in any row or column. Suppose the Lanczos algorithm with

starting vectors qx and p\, implemented in floating-point arithmetic with ma-

chine precision sm , reaches the jth step without breakdown. Let the computed

à,, ßi+x and yi+x, qM , pi+x for i=l,...,j satisfy

(3.11) AQj = Qjfj + ßj+xqJ+xej + F;,

(3.12) ATPj = PjfJ + fj+xPj+xef + Gj,

where ej = i0, 0, ... , 0, l)reE^,

Qj (<7i , fa , ■
fax

Tj =

■ , Qj),

h
Pj = {ßx,P2, ■■■ , Pj) ,

\

ß2    â2

ßj

±7i

y/
*jJ

Then

\Fj\ < (3 + m)eM\A\ \Qj\ + 4eM\Qj\ \Tj\ + 0(4),

+ Oie2M).\fj\T\Gj\ < (3 + m)eM\A\T\Pj\ + 4eJXi\Pj\

In finite-precision arithmetic, we also lose the biorthogonality among the
computed Lanczos vectors q¡ and p¡. As in the symmetric Lanczos procedure

[21, 30], the error, once introduced in some computed Lanczos vectors, is prop-

agated to future steps. Such error propagation can be analyzed by the following

corollary, which shows the interesting phenomenon of the loss of biorthonor-

mality among the computed Lanczos vectors.
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Corollary 3.1. Assume that the starting vectors fa and p\ satisfy pjfa = 1.

Then the elements hik of the j x j matrix Hj = Pj Qj = [pj fa) satisfy the

following equalities. For i = 1, 2, ... , j :

(3.13) *i+l.i+i = 1 +âhi+x,i+x,

where

\ôhM,i+i\ < (n + 4)eM^j^ + 0(4),
\ui vi\

and for i ^ k:

(3.14)
ßk+ihi,k+i - yi+xhi+x,k = {ài-àk)hik - ykbi,k-x+ßihi-i,k+pffk ~ g[fa,

where h0_ k = hk 0 = 0.

Proof. Writing (3.5) and (3.6) for i, we have

Ai+i.i+i =Pf+ifa+i = (j~~x+op^J \f~+â^+l)

+ 0(e2M)
= t>/Mi + ßi+xvjafa+x + yi+xâpf+xûi

h+ißi+i
_ Vjûj + d ,
--¿- + U\eM)>

7/+1Ä+1

where

Kil < \ßi+iviSqi+i\ + \yi+iap[+xui\ <2eM|t)/|r|M1| + 0(e^).

From (3.3) and (3.4), we know that

ßi+xfi+x = sign(<y,)/?,2+1 =signiœi)i^/\cú~\+âßi+x)2

= vjûj + acúi + 2sign(<y,)v1^îîaÂ'+i + 0(4)

= vfûi + Ç2 + Oie2M),

where

|C2| < \S&¡\ + 2y/\u~\\aßi+x\ < in + 2)eM\Vi\T\ûi\ + 0(e2M).

Hence, the quantity «,+i ,,+i can be written

hi+x,i+x = VJTU' + .' + 0(4) = l+(5/z,+,,,-+1,
V/ «, + C2

where by the bounds of £i and C2 >

ii
\4'f u,

|d«i+i,i+i| <    1   r   1    +U(eM)

< (n + 4)eV?.rl"I"' + O(e^).
|f¿ Wj'l

This gives (3.13).
In order to prove (3.14), writing (3.7) and (3.9) for k and t, we have

(3.15) ßk+xfa+x = Afa -akqk -7kfa+x + fk ,

(3.16) h+xPi+x = ATPi - âiPi - ßipi-x + gi ■

The result of (3.14) now comes about from pj x (3.15)-(3.16)r x qk .   D
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4. Convergence versus loss of biorthogonality

The effects of finite-precision arithmetic and the loss of orthogonality in the

symmetric Lanczos procedure have been studied by many people; see, for ex-

ample, [23, 30, 15]. Paige was the first to provide an understanding of the

effects of the loss of orthogonality among the Lanczos vectors. In [24, 30], it

is stated that the loss of orthogonality implies convergence of a Ritz pair to an

eigenpair. In this section, we shall discuss the effects of rounding errors on the

nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure. We shall show that a conclusion similar to

Paige's theory still holds, subject to a certain condition.

From the analysis of §3, we know that at the end of the jth step of the

nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure, the computed quantities obey the following

three important equalities:

(4.1) AQj = Qjfj + ßj+xfa+xef + Fj,

(4.2) A TPj = Pj fj + yJ+xpJ+, ej + Gj,

(4.3) PTQj-Ij = Cj+Aj + Dj,

where the rounding error matrices Fj and Gj are bounded as in Theorem 3.1,

Cj is a strictly lower triangular matrix, A; a diagonal matrix and D¡ a strictly
upper triangular matrix.

To simplify our discussion, we make two assumptions, which are also used

in the symmetric Lanczos procedure [25, p. 265]. The first assumption is the

so-called local biorthogonality. It says that the computed Lanczos vectors are

biorthogonal to their "neighboring" Lanczos vectors, that is

(4.4) pffa-x = 0,    pj_xq¡ = 0   for i = 2,...,;'.

In the matrix notation, local biorthogonality means that the second subdiagonal

elements of the strictly lower triangular matrix C, are zero, and the superdiag-

onal elements of the strictly upper triangular matrix Dj are also zero.

The second assumption is that the eigenvalue problem for the j x j tridiag-

onal matrix Tj is solved exactly, that is,

(4.5) TjZi = Zidi,     wffj = 9iwfi,     1 = 1,...,/.

With these assumptions, we are now ready to present the next theorem con-

cerning the effects of the loss of biorthogonality. It explains the implication of

the failure of the equalities (2.8) and (2.9).

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the Lanczos algorithm in finite-precision arithmetic

satisfies (4.1) through (4.5). Let

Ajfj-fjAj=Kj-Lj,

P[FJ-GjQJ = NJ-MJ,

where K¡ and N¡ are strictly lower triangular matrices, and L¡ and M¡ strictly

upper triangular matrices. Then the computed Ritz vectors x¡   i=QjZ¡) and y i
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(= PjWi), for i= 1,...,;', satisfy

¿U)
(4.6) pf+xXi = f-,

in

(4.7) yj1qj+x = ^,
ßj'

where

$) = wfiKj + Nj)Zi,        y¡P = w»iLj + Mj)z¡,

hi = 9j+i(wfej),       ßji = ßj+iiefzi).
Proof. From Pj x (4.1), we have

(4.8) PJAQj = PJQjfj + ßJ+xPJqJ+xeJ + PJF¡.

On the other hand, by taking the transpose of Qj x (4.2), we have

(4.9) PjAQj = fjPJQj + yJ+xejpJ+xQj + GjQj.

Subtracting (4.9) and (4.8), we get

0 = PJQjfj - fjPJQj + ßJ+lPJqJ+leJ - yj+xejpj+1Qj + PJF, - GjQj,

that is,

h+1 ejpJ+1 Qj -ßj+i Pjfa+1 eJ

(4.10) = ilj + Cj + Aj + Dj)fj - Tjilj + Cj + Aj + Dj) + PJFj - GjQj

= Cjfj - fjCj+Ajfj - TjAj + Djfj - TjDj + PJFj - GjQj.

By the local biorthogonality assumption (4.4), it is easy to see that CjT¡ -

TjCj is a strictly lower triangular matrix, and Djfj - TjDj is a strictly upper

triangular matrix. Since the diagonal elements of Ajfj - TjAj are zero, we can
write

Ajfj-fjAj = Kj-Lj,

where Kj is the strictly lower triangular part of A;-7) - 7)A7 and -L, the

strictly upper triangular part of it. Note that the rank-one matrix e¡pj+ x Q¡

has nonzero entries only from (j, 1 ) through {j, j - 1 ) in the last row, and

Pjfa+xeJ has nonzero entries only from (1,7) through (j - 1, j) in the last

column. From these observations and the equality (4.10), we know that the

diagonal elements of PjF¡ - GjQj must also be zero. Therefore, we can write

PJFj - GjQj = Nj - Mj,

where Nj is the strictly lower triangular part of Pj Fj - GjQj and -Mj the

strictly upper triangular part. By writing down the strictly lower triangular

part and the strictly upper triangular part of (4.10), respectively, we have the

following important equalities:

(4.11) yj+1 e,p]+, Qj = Cj fj - f, Cj + Kj + Nj,

(4.12) -ßj+xPJqj+xej = Djfj - TjDj - Lj - Mj.
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From wf x (4.11) x z¡, and the assumption (4.5), we have

yj+\iwfej)p]+xQjZi = wfCjfjZ, - wffjCjZ, + wfiKj + Nj)z,

= 9lwijCjZi - 9lwfC1zi + wfiKj + Nj)zi.

Hence, this gives (4.6). Similarly, by wf x (4.12) x z,, we have

-ßj+xw^pjfa+xiejzi) = w^DjTjZ, - wffjDjZi - wfiLj + Mj)zt

= 9lwjiDJzi - 9iwfiDJz, - wf{L¡ + Mj)z,.

This gives (4.7), and the theorem is proved.    D

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) describe the way in which the biorthogonality

is lost. Recall that the scalars ß}i and jy, are the essential quantities used

as the backward error criteria for the computed Ritz triplet (0,, x¡, y¡) =

i6¡, QjZj, PjW¡). Hence, if the quantities |</>'f| and \y/¡¡ \ are bounded and
bounded away from zero, then (4.6) and (4.7) exactly reflect the reciprocal rela-

tion between the convergence of the Lanczos procedure (i.e., tiny /?;i and jy,)

and the loss of biorthogonality (i.e., large pj+xx¡ = pJ+lQjZ¡ and y^qj+x =

wf'PJqj+x ).
In order to estimate <p¡¡   and i//¡j , let us assume A; = 0, i.e., pj fa = 1,

. which simplifies the technical details of the analysis and appears to be the case

in practice, up to the order of machine precision. Under this assumption, we

have Kj = Lj = 0 in Theorem 4.1, and moreover, we have

<j>^ = w"NjZi = w'j x (strictly lower triangular part of PjFj - GjQj) x z, ,

y/y.' = wf MjZi = wf x (strictly upper triangular part of PJ Fj - GjQj) x z-,.

By taking the absolute value on both sides of the above two equations, and using

the standard consistency conditions for vector and matrix norms, we have

1^1 < (\\PJ\\f\\Fj\\f + \\Gj\\F\\Qj\\F)\\zi\\2\\Wih

and

1^1 < (\\pj\\f\\Fj\\f + WGjywQjW^WzihWwih.

By estimating ||iy-||f and ||Oj"||f from Theorem 3.1, we have the following

corollary, which gives upper bounds for the quantities cfiyJ and y/¡¡  .

Corollary 4.1. Assume that Aj = 0 in Theorem 4A. Then (f>\f and i//j¡' satisfy

(4.13) l^fl < eM cond(0;)(2(3 + m)\\A\\F + %\\Tj\\F) + 0^2M),

(4.14) \V\¡)\<EMcondi9l){2{3 + m)\\A\\F + ^\\fj\\F) + Oie2M),

where

condidi) = \\Qj\\F\\Pj\\F\\zi\\1\\Wi\\2.

The quantity cond(0,) is the condition number of the computed Ritz value 9.

Observe that in the symmetric Lanczos procedure, \\Qj\\F = \\Pj\\f is

bounded by the constant  y/J, and  ||z,-||2 = \\w¡\\2 = 1, i.e.,  cond(0,) = /,
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and \\fj\\F is also bounded; hence \4>¡¡\ = \yf¡¡ \ = OiJneM\\A\\), which is
just the result obtained by Paige [20, 21] and a key fact to explain Paige's the-

ory [25, 30]. Unfortunately, for the nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure, because

of possibly small ay (i.e., near breakdown), the Lanczos vectors \\fa\\2 and
11/5,-1|2  could grow unboundedly.   It is suggested to accumulate the quantities

WQjWf = ÜLi HAII2 and W^jWf = Eii HAUL which only costs about 4jn
flops. We can thereby obtain a computable bound for cond(0,) in practice.

Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 say that if the orthogonality between pj+x and

x¡  (respectively q¡+x  and y,) is lost, then the value \y¡i\ is proportional to

\$)\ (resp. \ßji\ is proportional to \y/¡¡'\). Given the upper bounds (4.13)
and (4.14), and supposing that cond(0,) is reasonably bounded, the loss of

biorthogonality implies that |iy,-| and |^,| are small. Therefore, in the best

case we can state that if the effects of finite-precision arithmetic, Fj and G¡

in (3.11) and (3.12), are small, then small residuals tell us that the computed

eigenvalues are eigenvalues of matrices close to the given matrix. In the next

section, we shall verify this claim by numerical examples.

To end this section, we recall that in the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm,

even without breakdown (i.e., <y, ^ 0), the procedure is still susceptible to

potential instabilities (near breakdown), i.e., at least some <y¡ is tiny. Conse-

quently, huge intermediate quantities \fa\2 and \\Pi\\2 could appear. If this
happens, we will have a huge condition number cond(0,), and the implication

of the loss of biorthogonality to the small residuals may no longer hold. The

look-ahead Lanczos strategies proposed by Parlett, Taylor, and Liu [26] and

Freund, Gutknecht, and Nachtigal [9] provide ways to control the occurrence

of potentially huge intermediate quantities by skipping over steps in which a

breakdown or instabilities would occur in the standard procedure. An error

analysis of these look-ahead Lanczos algorithms has not been given. Further

investigations of these schemes is definitely needed.

5. Numerical examples

In this section, we present three numerical examples to see the practical nu-

merical behavior of the convergence of a Ritz value versus the loss of biorthog-

onality among the Lanczos vectors in the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm as

discussed in the previous section.

A set of experimental Fortran 77 subroutines have been developed, which

return the desired intermediate quantities to allow us to observe the details of

numerical behavior of the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm in practice. The

eigenvalue problem of the resulting nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix Tj in

the Lanczos algorithm is solved by the subroutine DGEEVX, an expert driver

routine in LAPACK [1], which allows us not only to compute the eigenvalues,

right and left eigenvectors, but also to compute the condition numbers of the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. There is literature [22, 12, 5] on the solution

of the eigenvalue problem of a nonsymmetric tridiagonal matrix which takes

advantage of the tridiagonal structure.
All numerical experiments are carried out on a HP Apollo 400 workstation

with machine accuracy Sm ~ 1.11 x 10~16 , with underflow and overflow thresh-

old 2.23 x 10"308 and 1.80 x 10+308, respectively.
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Example 1. This example is from [25], where A is a diagonal matrix

^ = diag(0, 1 x 10-4,2x 10~4, 3x 10"\ 4 x 10~4, 1).

The starting vectors are

Ki = (l, 1, 1, 1, 1, l)T,       «, = (1, 1, 1, 1, l,-l)r.

The Lanczos procedure generates a sequence of nonsymmetric tridiagonal ma-

trices Tj with increasing number of Lanczos steps j. The following table

illustrates the convergence of a Ritz value in terms of residuals to the largest

eigenvalue Amax = Xx = 1.0 of A, and the loss of biorthogonality among the

Lanczos vectors.

\PJ+i*i \7jx\ IPitij+il \ßn
0.13-10-12

0.31-IO"7
-.24-10"4

0.31-10°

0.82-10°

0.26-10"3

0.31-IO"7

0.31-10"11

0.22-10"15

0.82-10-16

0.13-10-12

0.28-10"8

0.24-IO"4

0.31-10°

0.81-10°

0.25-10-3

0.31-IO"7

0.31-10-"

0.22-10"15

0.82-10-'6

We note that in this example the corresponding Ritz value is well condi-

tioned, 4>xx ~ Vu ~ 10~16 for all j. As predicted in Theorem 4.1, the loss
of biorthogonality accompanies the convergence of a Ritz value to the largest

eigenvalue Xx in terms of small residuals.

Example 2. The second numerical example is for the Frank matrix:

A =

(x

V

]\

1    n)

The Frank matrix has determinant 1. The eigenvalues of the Frank matrix may

be obtained in terms of the zeros of Hermite polynomials. They are positive

and occur in reciprocal pairs. For more details about the Frank matrix, the

reader may refer to [13, 17]. In this experiment, n = 30, the largest eigenvalue

of A is

¿max = h = 0.9620062229328506 • 102.

We take the starting vectors Ux and vx in the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm

as random vectors from the normal distribution. The following table illustrates

(4.6) and (4.7) in the context of convergence versus loss of biorthogonality

between Lanczos vectors.

J IpJ+i^iI \7ji\ \y"îj+i\ \ßji

10

15

20

0.31-10-'°

0.15- 10~5

0.77-10°

0.56

0.16

0.22

io-2

10~6

io-»2

0.13-10-'°

0.51 -IO"6

0.21-10°

0.56-IO"2

0.16-10"6

0.22-10"12
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At ; = 20, we have ||ß;||f « 1.81 x IO3, \\Pj\\F « 2.5 x IO2. The observed

&if ~ v\i ~ IO-12. When the Lanczos algorithm is stopped at j = 20, the
computed largest eigenvalue has the relative accuracy

|Amax - (computed Amax)| _ 4        ^     _14

l^maxl

Example 3. The third example is for a so-called Brusselator matrix, which comes

from modeling the concentration waves in reaction and transport interaction of

some chemical solutions in a tubular reactor [29]. This test example is also

used by Saad in connection with Arnoldi's method [32]. In this model, the

concentrations x{t, z) and y(i, z) of two reacting and diffusing components

satisfy

dx     Dx d2x

dt      L2 d2z

dy     Dyd2y

+ fix, y),

+ g{x,y),
dt      L2d2:

with boundary conditions

xiO, z) = xoiz),        y(0, z) =y0(z),

x(0, t) = xil,t) = x*,       y(0, t) =y(l, t) = y*,

where 0 < z < 1 is the space coordinate along the tube, / is time, and / and

g are chosen as a Brusselator wave model,

f{x,y) = Çx -(Ç2 + l)x + x2y,       g(x, y) = Ç2x -x2y,

with the set of parameters

Dx = 0.008,    Dy = \Dx,     Ci=2,     Í2 = 5.45,    L = 0.51302.

If we discretize the interval [0,1] using k interior points and mesh size h =

l/ik + 1), then the discrete vector is of the form (xr, yT)T, where x and y

are k-dimensional vectors. If fh and gh denote the corresponding discretized

functions / and g, then the Jacobian is a 2x2 block matrix in which the

diagonal blocks (1,1) and (2,2) are the matrices

and

1 Dx dfhjx,y)
FirTndiag{ 1,-2,1}+       ^

1 Dy dghjx,y)
FI?Tndiag{ 1,-2,1}+       Qy       ,

respectively, while the blocks (1,2) and (2,1) of the Jacobian are

dfhix,y) .    dghjx,y)
-ä-    and    -5-'

dy ox

respectively. We denote by A the resulting 2k x 2k Jacobian matrix. The exact

eigenvalues are known for this problem, since there exists a quadratic relation

between the eigenvalues of the matrix A and those of the classical difference

matrix Tridiag{l, -2, 1}. The order of the Jacobian in this example is 200.

The largest eigenvalue of A is then

i      = A, = -0.1235506957879173•IO4.
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We take the starting vectors Wi and vx in the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm

as random vectors from the normal distribution. The following table presents

information analogous to that given before.

J \Pj+xxx\ 17/11 \y"9j+i lÄ-i
50

70

90

100

105

110

0.37-IO"9

0.47-IO"9

0.54-10-8

0.29-IO"7

0.27-01-3

0.23-10-'

0.33

0.26

0.79

0.64

0.61

0.69

10°

10°

10"'

IO"2

IO"6

io-9

0.12-IO"9

0.44-10-9

0.67.

0.41.

0.11 ■

0.28

10"8

io-7

IO"3

10°

0.33

0.22

0.79

0.64

0.61

0.69

10°

10°

IO"'

IO"2

IO"6

io-9

From this table, we see that in the first 90 Lanczos steps, with no sign of

convergence of Ritz values, the biorthogonality is well preserved. Once the

biorthogonality is gradually lost, the Ritz values start converging. In this exam-

ple, WQjWf « \\Pj\\f « 1-5 x 103 at j = 110, and the observed 4$ « y/jP «
5.3 x IO-10 . At y = 110 of the Lanczos procedure, the computed largest Ritz

value has a relative accuracy comparable to the largest eigenvalue Xx of A ,

l^max - (computed X„

l^max]
3.1010 x IO-8.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, an error analysis of the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm in

finite-precision arithmetic is presented. We have seen that for the nonsymmet-

ric Lanczos algorithm without breakdown, if Ritz values are well conditioned,

then the loss of biorthogonality among the computed Lanczos vectors implies

the convergence of the Ritz values in terms of small residuals. This observation

extends the results obtained by Paige for the Lanczos algorithm for the sym-

metric eigenvalue problem. In the symmetric case, Ritz values are always well

conditioned. The results of our error analysis also provide insight into the need

for robustness schemes, such as the look-ahead strategies proposed by Parlett,

Taylor, and Liu [26] and Freund, Gutknecht, and Nachtigal [9], to avoid the

potential breakdown and instability in the nonsymmetric Lanczos procedure.

This is only a first step in the error analysis of the nonsymmetric Lanczos

scheme. In future work, we plan to conduct the error analysis of the variants of

the nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithm [26, 5, 9], and study the effects of finite-

precision arithmetic on the convergence of Ritz triplets.
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